Metabolism and disposition of arsenic species after repeated oral dosing with sodium arsenite in drinking water. II. Measurements in pregnant and fetal CD-1 mice.
Arsenic is ubiquitous in the earth's crust, and human diseases are linked with exposures that are similar to dietary intake estimates. Metabolic methylation of inorganic arsenic facilitates excretion of pentavalent metabolites and decreases acute toxicity; however, tissue binding of trivalent arsenic intermediates is evidence for concomitant metabolic activation. Pregnant and fetal CD-1 mice comprise a key animal model for arsenic carcinogenesis since adult-only exposures have minimal effects. This study evaluated inorganic arsenic and its metabolites in pentavalent and trivalent states in blood and tissues from maternal and fetal CD-1 mice after repeated administration of arsenite through drinking water. After 8 days of exposure, DMA species were ubiquitous in dams and fetuses. Despite the presence of MMAIII in dams, none was observed in any fetal sample. This difference may be important in assessing fetal susceptibility to arsenic toxicity because MMA production has been linked with human disease. Binding of DMAIII in fetal tissues provided evidence for metabolic activation, although the role for such binding in arsenic toxicity is unclear. This study provides links between administered dose, metabolism, and internal exposures from a key animal model of arsenic toxicity to better understand risks from human exposure to environmental arsenic.